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3. Introduction
Blockchain and cryptocurrency has come to change lives across the globe
by revolutionizing processes, industries and social interactions. With the
rise of cryptocurrencies, came increasing application and awareness of the
vast good society is capable of achieving using the blockchain technology.
Even as the crypto movement progresses, the era of meme tokens also
arose, not as a threat to the social established and ever expanding order
created by crypto, but to expand it even more in ways that encourages
humanity to continue to question exactly what is actually real and normal.

4. What is Wakanda Inu
We introduce Wakanda Inu, the Africa dog, a decentralized meme token to
drive charity-oriented activities across the expanse of mankind.
Filled with the true African spirit, Wakanda Inu radiates with high-energy,
incredible stamina, hyper vision and superb hearing, the African Dog
captures the glory, richness and unrivaled essence of what it means to be a
true and successful predator.
Wakanda Inu is a community meme project forged from the deep and warm
consciousness of humanity. Wakanda Inu (WKD), the digital meme token that
represents the daily struggles and aspirations of the best aspects of what it
means to be alive - truly alive as a community.
Basking in the glory of the Ubuntu spirit, we present to you Wakanda Inu,
the African dog, forged and baptized by the spirit of One Community.
Be a pioneer on this mission. Wakanda Inu will outperform every meme coin
out there. We are well on our way to inevitable widespread adoption.

5. The Panther's Mission
The Wakanda Inu’s mission involves exploiting its humanity's native skills in

driving social good for all mankind.

6. Values / Use Cases
Values
Transparency
To show first commitment, there was no private sale or special allocation to
the team members during the public sale. Team members went through the
whitelisting process just like every other member of the community. 80%
generated from the public sale was allocated for liquidity and locked, while
the remaining 20% is for operations to ensure a successful moon mission.
Charity
Wakanda Inu is a decentralized meme token to drive charity-oriented
activities worldwide. 5.4% of the allocable tokens will be used for charity.
Unity
$WKD is a cryptocurrency token that was built to foster togetherness,
facilitate social upliftment, and further the rise of the meme-powered
metaverse.
Community.
Wakanda Inu is a decentralized community driven project. As such, the wish
of the community will be carried out through a well organized community
voting.
Use Cases
● Farming
● Project incubation through grants and partnerships
● NFTs
● Staking
● Gaming (Community dependent)

7. Tokenomics
The Wakanda Inu token is a Binance Smart Chain token of the BEP-20
Standard.
- Token Name: Wakanda Inu
- Ticker: WKD
● Max Supply: 1 Quadrillion
● Burnt: 815.5 Trillion
● Available Tokens/Allocation of 185.5 Trillion Tokens
- Marketing: 50 Trillion (26.9%
- Development: 25 Trillion (13.5%)
- Charity: 10 Trillion (5.4%)
- Token Sale/Liquidity: 100.5 Trillion (54.2%)
Note: Charity, Development & Marketing has 5% quarterly unlock for 5 years.

8. Token Burn
There will be a periodic burn of WKD tokens. The burn will be a result of
token buy-back from revenue generated by the WKD Labs and other
ventures of the Wakanda Inu Project.
Token burn will continue until there is sufficient reason to stop.

9. Security
● Security is highly important in a digital system. We have adopted the
best of industry measures to ensure our codes are highly secure and
reliable.
● We have adopted a multisig measure to prevent anyone from exploiting
the community.
● The Wakanda Inu Project has secured the Certik state of the art Shield
to give 24/7 monitoring and security coverage over the project codes.
● More security systems will be adopted and implemented.

10. Ecosystem & Products
10a: Wakanda Inu NFT Marketplace
With the growth in the adoption of NFTs and its applications over the past
months, and the continuous acceleration into the NFT space, it is apparent
the innovation will continue to become the foundation for a lot of products.
The Wakanda Inu NFT Marketplace is a next generation type of
asset-backed non-fungible assets marketplace.
The Wakanda Inu NFT Marketplace will feature both the minting and trading
of digital properties in the form of NFTs. Art lovers will be able to display
their creative ingenuity and earn from it. The Marketplace will also feature
digital properties or NFTs representing real world assets.
Art curators across the world through the Wakanda Inu Marketplace will be
able to source for and secure rare art pieces and have them delivered to
them if they so desire.

10b. WKD Labs
The Wakanda Inu Lab will be in charge of overseeing the incubating,
management and funding of projects that are building on the WKD
ecosystem or are getting funded by WKD. Through various approaches, the
lab will be providing both technical and financial support for projects and
organizations committed to promoting the Wakanda Inu token.
These approaches includes:
Project Incubation: Incubating projects aiming to grow the use cases of the
Wakanda Inu token, providing them with the needed resources to get
started.
Financial Grants: to project building around the Wakanda Inu community
and driving utility of the WKD token.
Partnership: The WKD Labs will continue to work in advancing the project by
partnering with organizations within and outside the industry
The Wakanda Inu Labs will be a revenue generating arm of the Wakanda Inu
project and a percentage of this revenue generated will be distributed
according to a predetermined basis which will be reviewed quarterly. It will
receive an allocation from the distributed tokenomics to kick-start its
operation.
Revenue Generated by the Lab will be distributed into:
Token Buy-back & Burn Account: 50%
Lab Operations Account: 50%
The Wakanda Inu Lab will work with other projects in the blockchain and
cryptocurrency industry, partnering with them to promote the Wakanda Inu
project.

10c. WKD Labs’ Grant
The WKD Lab’s Grant is a program to drive the adoption of and use-cases
of Wakanda Inu Token. Wakanda Inu Nation's backbone is its community.
Wakanda Inu calls on builders and project developers of the Wakanda Inu
Community to work to expand the ecosystem for the $WKD token. As part of
the Lab's commitment to Wakanda Inu Ecosystem building, the Wakanda Inu
project will provide strategies and execution plans with a proposed Special
Grant Fund for 2022. The funds will be made available through the Wakanda
Inu Token DAO quarterly budget system.
We adopt an equity-free contribution in the following categories. Eligible
applicants are required to apply for their grant on the Wakanda Inu Lab's
registration page once it becomes available on the Wakanda Inu website.
Social Impact (Community Reputation):
Social impact grants support nonprofits and groups that are promoting the
use of Wakanda Inu Token to benefit emerging markets and contribute to
the betterment of humanity.
Bug Bounty:
Bug bounties support developers and security engineers who examine
Wakanda Inu Project home-grown codes and harden them against potential
attack vectors now and in the future. Depending on the severity of the said
bug, a single bounty can be as little as $100 or as high as $20,000.
Application Launch (Integration):
The Integration grants encourage projects and teams from all over the
world to create and integrate $WKD into their applications. All fully-featured
projects will be eligible for a grant after the first 30 days of active usage
complemented by social engagements promoting the project and its
integration of $WKD.

Subsequent grants will be applicable if the project has active users at the
end of 60 days with a minimum of 500 users or providing a verifiable trading
volume in $WKD of an amount which will be reviewed from time to time.
NOTE:
● This grant is open to both platforms that use $WKD exclusively and
those that add $WKD to their list of already supported tokens.
● Every project MUST have $WKD fully integrated into its system to
qualify for an Application Launch Grant.

10d. WKD Consulting
This is the consulting arm of the WKD Labs.. It will be led by the brightest of
minds in the field of investing, project management, marketing, media, tech
etc. This arm will give advisory services to projects building in the ecosystem
and projects outside the ecosystem that require advisory counsel.
10e. WKD DAO
The WKD DAO will work with the community to initiate and manage
community decisions. The Voting on projects to gain backing by WKD will be
done by the community through the DAO.

This ensures that while there are revenue generating activities running
solely on their own, the community is also actively involved in the
development of the project and this creates a sort of balance between
centralization of authority and control and decentralization of the same.

10f. WKD Predictions Market
The WKD predictions market is a decentralized platform enabling both
crypto natives and non crypto natives to predict real world events and win
money.
The market will enable participants to stake WKD tokens into a pot and
predict events. This market will drive the next level use case for the WKD
token.

11. Roadmap
● Building the ecosystem.
● Core team developer and other units.
● Website launch.
● Public Sale.
● PancakeSwap listing.
● Liquidity Provision and Locking.
● Token burn.
● Coingecko and Coinmarketcap Listing.
● Auditing.
● Marketing, Referral Campaign, Advertising and Promotion, KOL,
Wakanda Inu Machinery, Wakanda Inu legend, Wakanda Inu panther.
● Centralized Exchange Discussion and Listing.
● Create token Bridge to swap $WKD from BSC to other Chain (ETH, SOL,
AVAX, POLYGON, FTM etc)
● Launch of the Wakanda Inu NFT Marketplace and collections.
● Staking
● WKD Labs

● WKD DAO
● WKD Grants
● WKD Consulting
● WKD Predictions Market
● Partnership
● Marketing Expansion
● TBA

12. Community
Twitter: twitter.com/wakandainu
Medium: wakandainu.medium.com
Website: wakandainu.com
Telegram: t.me/wakandainu
Facebook: facebook.com/wakandainu
Instagram: instagram.com/wakandainu

